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What we’ll cover today
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● Agile working
● Our membership programme
● What we did
● Membership framings
● Tools and tactics
● The results
● Some tips!
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Agile working 

Goal setting

Agree on what we want to 
achieve and what we need

2-3 week intense work period

 Review & re-set

Review and 
plan

Review what we achieved 
and agree on next focus 
area

                        SprintSprint planning

Ways of working during the sprint:

● Quick standup meetings every other day
● Streamlined signoff and decision-making
● Kanban board with ‘to do’ ‘doing’ and ‘done’
● Prioritise as we go 

Gather background info 
before the sprint starts
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Our memberships offer

● Our primary regular giving product
● Can join by cash or Direct Debit, but 

majority is Direct Debit (68%)
● Members receive 3 printed newsletters a 

year, an exclusive campaigners’ info pack, 
invitations to our events.

● 87% of all individual giving is from members
● Most gifts in Wills are from members
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Our memberships offer



In a nutshell
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Our goal was to use agile working to 
quickly understand what framings 

motivated people to become members at 
what parts of the supporter journey, to 

unlock more memberships and income.
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Our game plan

Come up with 
different framings/
motivators to test 

Add a 
membership ask 
to all touchpoints 
in a supporter 
journey

Send lots of 
emails in a short 
period of time 
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The touchpoints
Handraiser + post-action journeyDirect to donate ads Emails
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The framings

Commitment to the cause
Show the world you’re fighting for terminally ill 
people’s right to a dignified death – become a 
member today and play a vital role in making 
assisted dying legal.

Seeking a community
Become a Dignity in Dying member and join a 
community of thousands who believe it’s time 
for a compassionate law on assisted dying.

We’re so close – help us win
We’re closer than ever to winning a compassionate 
law on assisted dying – we urgently need XXX 
members to add their strength and help make it 
happen. Become a Dignity in Dying member today 
and help secure an urgent change to the law. 

We’re so close – don’t let us down
We’re closer than ever to winning a compassionate 
law on assisted dying, but unless we get XXX 
members this year, that could all be at risk. Don’t let 
us down, become a Dignity in Dying member today.
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Don’t let us down messaging works
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So, how did it perform?

May emails alone drove 1000 
memberships generating a 1-year 
projected income of over £30,000.

We generated another 200 
memberships from ads delivering a 
294% return on ad spend.

Post-action donations accounted for 
20% of total memberships we saw in 
May-July (490).
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Learnings
- Using agile working can help you deliver a lot of work in a short time and keeps 

you focussed

- Direct to donate Facebook ads can deliver good results and a steady stream of 
donations  – especially from a warm list

- Messages from ‘behind the curtain’ sent by the Finance team, plus ‘don’t let us 
down’ and social proof messaging perform well

- Sending a reminder email to people who haven’t taken the action can boost your 
donations dramatically

- Giving supporters the option to donate at all points in a journey (but particularly 
when they’ve aligned their values to yours through signing something) is key 
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Top tips to getting started
1. Identify donor motivations and test content that speaks to 

these
2. Assess where in your journeys supporters could donate – 

and add an ask in!
3. Don’t be afraid to send multiple emails with the same ask 

in quick succession 
4. Ensure you always plan kicker emails for those who don’t 

take action the first time 
5. Test your tactics in a short time period – reflect on what 

works and then go again!



Thank You.
hello@forwardaction.uk
info@dignityindying.org.uk
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